Program Student Learning Outcome Assessment Report
San José City College

Division/Unit: ___________________
Lead Faculty/Assessor: ________________
PSLO Assessment Cycle (Semester & Year of Review): _______
PSLO Revision Date (Date of last program review): _______________
Date Submitted: ______________________

PSLO NAME:
This is a 2-3 key word name or number to identify the PSLO.

PROGRAM STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOME ASSESSED
This is the complete PSLO statement being assessed.

ASSESSMENT METHOD CATEGORY:
(Choose one, and if other, explain in Notes of TracDat): : Capstone Project/Assignment, Combination/Other, Data – DataMart, Data – Datatel, Data - Reporting Portal, Group Project, Internship/Field Placement Evaluation, Portfolio Review, Presentation/Performance, Quiz/Exam – Board, Quiz/Exam - In Course, Quiz/Exam – Standardized

DESCRIPTION OF ASSESSMENT TOOL
Briefly describe the method(s) being used to evaluate the SLO. Include criteria used for evaluation, for example, rubrics or scoring guidelines. Longer descriptions can be turned in as attachments through the 'Relate Documents' button at the bottom of the Results > Edit Data Collected screen.

CRITERION FOR SUCCESS:
Give a target goal/measure that would indicate success with the SLO, e.g., 75% of the students receives a Pass evaluation.

DATA COLLECTED
Describe the evidence collected. Give a brief summary of the salient data results of the assessment, for example, number of students taking exam and grade breakdown, number of surveys administered and responses. Longer descriptions and relevant documents can be turned in as attachments (related documents).

ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
Give salient but brief summaries of findings. Does the data reflect the SLO accurately? Longer descriptions and relevant documents can be turned in as attachments (related documents).

COMMUNICATION AND LEAD FACULTY
Briefly describe the manner in which faculty/staff discussed the findings and arrived at recommendations. Include name/s of key/lead assessment faculty. Include dates if available.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Describe any recommendations and timeline for change in terms of instructional delivery, the SLO as currently written, Program SLOs, and curriculum.
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